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The negative pressure wave method is a more important method used for

pipeline leak detection and location in practical engineering applications. In this

paper, a newmethod based on aweakly compressiblemodel and a standard k-e

turbulence model is proposed, which is used to simulate the propagation of

negative pressure waves in pipelines. The purpose of the study is to capture the

negative pressure wave propagation phenomenon in multi-elbow pipe leaks

based on the weakly compressible method and to investigate the negative

pressure wave propagation law in multi-elbow pipes. The results show that the

negative pressure wave transmission phenomenon inside the leaking pipeline

can be calculated by using the weakly compressible model, and the

transmission law is consistent with the actual one. It was found that the

propagation velocity of the negative pressure wave in the elbow was 1.4%

higher than that in the straight pipe, and there was backflow in each elbow,

which affected the propagation distance of the negative pressure wave at

different locations in the elbow. The vortex viscosity and turbulence

frequency in the axis of the elbow were 12.2% and 5.4% higher than those in

the straight pipe, respectively. In addition, the high viscous force and pulsation

frequency in the elbow accelerate the volume compression and expansion of

the flow elements, for which the equivalent length equation of the elbow in the

negative pressure wave leakage localization method is proposed to verify the

applicability of the weakly compressible model. The research in this paper

reveals the internal effects of the negative pressure wavemethod in the bend as

well as provides an innovative equivalence formula for the negative pressure

wave leak location method. This work will provide a more accurate method for

pipeline leak detection and localization.
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Introduction

The property of unintentional release of fluid in a pipe is called leakage. Pipeline leakage

may be caused by human factors or others, such as sudden changes in pipeline pressure,

corrosion of fluid to pipe, impact of foreign objects on the pipe, defects of the pipe material,

lack of pipeline maintenance. In most cases, the occurrence of a leak can be harmful and
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even cause some serious problems. Hence, it is pretty important to

detect the leak quickly and locate the leak accurately, and then

carry out emergency repairs to save energy and protect the

environment.

In the automatic monitoring system of pipeline, the methods

of pipeline leakage detection are roughly divided into three

categories. The first type of category is mainly to detect leaks

by directly measuring some variables in the pipe, such as inlet

flow, outlet flow, pressure and temperature. The second type of

category mainly selects some unmeasured quantities, such as

internal state variables, model parameters and feature quantities

of pipeline systems. The third type of category is also most

commonly used recently, combined with flow field variables and

signal processing techniques. For instance, the negative pressure

wave method. Huang et al. (2021) reported detailed experimental

work on field testing techniques for pipeline leak detection using

a spherical leak detector with acoustic measurements. In order to

break through the limitation that acoustic testing can only be

performed on small diameter pipes, Mergelas and Henrich

(2005) have improved this leak detection method. Different

from the previous one, the new method relies on acoustic

sensors inside the pipeline to detect leakage noise signals. A

major challenge is that acoustic signals are hard to detect

sensitively. Using the data measured by the pressure sensor,

velocity sensor and acceleration sensor, Gao et al. (2005) studied

the cross-correlation characteristics of the leakage signal, and

proved that it is feasible to measure the pressure signal with low

SNR using the hydrophone. Due to the problem of accelerometer

measurement in peak value of correlation coefficient and signal

delay, Willsky (1976) have respectively proposed the use of state

variable method and parameter identification method to detect

pipeline leakage, which establish a strong foundation for the later

combination of these two methods in practical projects.

Besides the above two types of methods, there are some other

related methods for detecting pipeline leaks. In order to solve the

leakage problem in a specific environment, Lee et al. (2001)

developed a ceramic-based humidity sensor in which a local

humidity detection method was used. And it basically met the

requirements of the pipeline leak detection system. Since then

people are no longer satisfied with the requirements of leak

detection, and the reliability and accuracy of detection in the

pipeline systems are particularly important. Ferrante and

Brunone (2003) used the impulse response method to obtain

an analytical expression of the negative pressure head spectrum

in transients downstream and at the cross section of a single pipe.

By analyzing the pressure harmonic diagram in the transient

process, namely, comparing the pressure changes before and

after, he proposed a diagnostic tool that can be used to evaluate

the reliability of the pipeline system. Verde et al. (2007) proposed

a method for identifying the properties of pressure signals in a

pipeline, based on a combination of transient and steady state,

and could identify the relevant unknown parameters of multiple

leaks in the pipeline offline. The method widely used for pipeline

leak detection is called the negative pressure wave method by

Zhang et al. (2014). In order to solve the delay problem of

negative pressure wave method in detecting micro-leakage, they

proposed the LDMS method based on dynamic pressure sensor,

and it reduce the delay time and improve the sensitivity and

resolution effectively. Ming and Zhao (2012) used CFD software

FLUENT to simulate the effects of four different grid numbers on

the internal flow conditions in a three-way pipe under two

different turbulence models. The results show that when the

grid number reaches more than 1.2 million, the increase of grid

number will no longer affect the temperature and velocity of the

fluid. Meanwhile, the LES model simulation yields clearer results

for the interior of the pipe than those obtained by the RANS

model simulation.

In a more recent study, Ben-Mansour et al. (2012) simulate

the flow around different leakage holes under steady and

transient state. The results show that when the leakage is

small, it will not cause too much pressure fluctuation, but it

will cause the amplitude and frequency of the pressure signal

spectrum to increase. Wang (2000) studied the propagation and

attenuation of pressure waves in the bend in detail through

experiments. The results show that the propagation of pressure

wave in the bend is quite different from that in the straight pipe.

The pressure on the outside of the bend is obviously larger than

that on the inside, and it will decay quickly after passing through

the bend. Liu and Qu (1998) derived from the dispersion

equation of harmonic circular cycle in curved pipe. In a bend,

multiple reflections may occur so that the pressure waves

between the inner surface and the outer surface can travel in

a circular direction. Qi et al. (2016) used the finite element

method to simulate the propagation of guided waves in the bend.

The results show that the velocity of guided waves through the

bend is closely related to the excitation frequency. The difference

between a bend and a straight pipe is that a bend has a finite

radius of curvature. In fact, when the curvature radius of the bend

becomes infinite, the bend can be considered a straight pipe. This

conjecture has been verified numerically in this paper.

In summary, the above-mentioned studies indicate that in a

simple structure with multiple elbows, the standard k-e turbulence

model can be used to simulate leakage in the pipeline. However,

when the pipeline leaks, the local pressure at the leak point suddenly

decreases, and the phenomenon of negative pressure wave

propagation and its influence on the internal of the pipeline are

still lacking research. In addition, the numerical simulation of the

transmission process of negative pressure waves and the

transmission characteristics of negative pressure waves in multi-

elbow pipelines are also a relatively new study direction.

In this paper, by considering the variation of inlet pressure at

the time of leakage, we propose and discuss transmission

characteristics of negative pressure wave based on a weakly

compressible method and its prediction method. The main

objectives of this research are: Equation 1 to capture the

negative pressure wave propagation phenomenon in multi-
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elbow pipeline leakage based on weakly compressible method,

Eq. 2 to analyze the difference and the underlying cause of

negative pressure wave propagation characteristics in elbows

and straight pipes, and finally to predict the negative pressure

wave propagation law in the multi-elbow pipe. In this work a

new, the propagation of negative pressure waves was successfully

simulated and monitored using a weakly compressible model,

and various flow characteristics of the negative pressure wave

phenomenon were obtained. By analyzing the information of the

internal flow field variables in the multi-elbow pipeline, a

reasonable explanation is found for the similar transfer

velocity difference phenomenon between straight and elbow

pipes, and a formula for the equivalent length of the elbow in

the negative pressure wave leakage localization method is given.

This result provides a new idea and a complete formula basis for

the calculation of actual pipeline leakage cases.

Computational details and geometric
model

Numerical modeling and computational
set-up

For unsteady compressible turbulent flows, the conservation

laws of mass and momentum are written as:

Continuity equation:

zρ

zt
+ z

zxj
(ρUj) � 0. (1)

Momentum equation:

z

zt
(ρUi) + z

zxj
(ρUiUj) � − zp

zxi
+ z

zxj
(μ zUi

zxi
− ρuiuj), (2)

Where Ui is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, ρ is the density,

and μ is the dynamic viscosity. The additional Reynolds stress

term (−ρuiuj) is modelled by turbulence models.

The increase in the fluid temperature during the process is

assumed to be insignificant, and thus the solution to the energy

equation is not necessary. In order to consider the

compressibility effects under isothermal conditions, the

density variation is taken into account by coupling density

and pressure (Raisee Dehkordi, 1999):

dp/dρ � Kf/ρ, (3)

Where Kf is the bulk modulus of elasticity of the fluid, which is

assumed to be independent of temperature, and thus the density

is just the function of the pressure. (Korteweg, 1878)

Because the above relationship ignores pipe elasticity,

applying it to negative pressure wave simulations results in

an overestimation of wave velocity, resulting in pressure

rises greater than those observed in tests. In order to solve

this problem, the bulk modulus in this study has been

changed to:

K′
f � Kf/(1 +KfD/eE), (4)

where E is the pipe Young’s modulus, e is the pipe thickness, and

D is the pipe diameter.

The above correction now takes into account both the fluid

compressibility and the elasticity of the pipe. Consequently, the

wave velocity decreases froma � �����
Kf/ρ

√
toa′ �

�����
K′

f/ρ
√

, resulting

in pressure variation identical to the experimental observations

(Dou et al., 1997).

As commented above, some earlier weakly compressible

simulations indicated that the k-e turbulence model can

produce reasonable pressure variations. Furthermore, it

performs well in simulating the flow at the leak. Because of

its wide application range, economical calculation cost, and

FIGURE 1
Multi-elbow pipeline for numerical simulation and its monitoring point arrangement.
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reasonable accuracy, it has better applicable conditions in

pipeline leakage flow. Therefore, in the current study, the

standard k-e turbulence model was adopted to simulate

turbulent negative pressure waves. The unknown Reynolds

stress tensor of the Navier-Stokes equation in the

model is obtained by Boussinesq approximation (SaemI

et al., 2019).

In this study, the SIMPLE algorithm is used to determine

the pressure field, and the nonlinear convective term in all

transport equations is approximated using the second-order

upwind scheme. In addition, a first-order implicit scheme is

used for the discretization of the time

derivatives. The fluid medium is water and its density is

compressible.

To simulate the negative pressure wave phenomenon, steady-

state computations are first performed using the constant

pressure-inlet and outflow. (Martins et al., 2016). This

corresponds to the development of the normal flow of liquid

in the pipeline. When the converged solution is reached, the

simulations continue with the unsteady scheme. In the unsteady

simulation, the value of the inlet pressure is reduced, and other

boundary conditions are unchanged. At this point, it represents

that the leak is occurring and the pressure at the leak point drops

sharply.

Geometric model and convergence
analysis

The numerical simulations are performed with 3D geometry.

In addition, the outlet pipe is extended with sufficient length to

prevent the effects of backflow, and we have eight pressure

monitoring points in this multi-elbow pipe, as shown in

Figure 1. In the Figure 1, where L1 = 1000mm, L2 = 400mm,

L3 = 500mm, L4 = 2000mm, pipe diameter D = 150 mm and

radius of curvature Rc = 250 mm.

The distribution of grid nodes in the pipe cross-section is

shown in Figure 2A. As can be observed, a structured grid is

used in the whole section of the pipeline, and the grid nodes are

clustered near the pipe wall. For turbulent flow computations,

the y + values of the nodes adjacent to all solid walls are kept

close to unity, ensuring that the near-wall nodes are positioned

within the viscous sub-layer. Figure 2B shows the

computational grids used for the pipe in the 3D numerical

simulations.

It is necessary to verify the independence of the curved

mesh. Generally speaking, if the geometric model is mesh-

divided correctly, the turbulence simulation results based on

Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes will not show obvious

fluctuation with the increase of the number of model grids.

Therefore, four sets of grids with different total grid Numbers

(a)2.8 million, (b)3.8 million, (c)4.8 million and (d)5.8 million,

respectively) were used for stable numerical simulation under

the condition of stable inlet pressure of elbow. The model

simulation software is ANSYS FLUENT 18.0, the inlet

condition is pressure inlet, the gauge total pressure is

300kPa, and the outlet condition is outflow. Figure 3 shows

the four different dimensionless pressure pulsation

coefficient Cp in the four grid groups. Cp is a measure

of the degree of boundary layer flow separation and is

defined as:

Cp � P − �P
1
2 ρu

2
, (5)

where P is the pressure at monitoring point one at different

times, �Pis the average pressure, ρ takes the density of liquid

water, u takes the velocity of monitoring point 1. The results

show that all the deviations are within 0.5%. Considering

saving computing time and resources, the second grid b was

selected.

FIGURE 2
Pipe geometry: (A) Pipe cross-section mesh in 3D; (B) Local
mesh of elbow.

FIGURE 3
Grid independence check for the simulation.
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Results and discussion

The phenomenon of negative pressure
wave propagation

Figures 4A–C shows the comparison of negative pressure

wave propagation in monitoring points of inlet and outlet in the

same elbow. In these figures, it can be clearly seen that

transmission of the negative pressure wave is occurring in the

pipeline. The transmission curve of the negative pressure wave

has a significant time difference between the inlet and outlet of

the elbow. We have sorted out the time when the negative

pressure wave passes through the different elbow’s inlet and

outlet positions. We default to calculate velocity is the length of

the elbow axis divided by the corresponding time difference

between inlet and outlet.

We get the time difference of negative pressure wave

between the same elbow’s inlet and outlet by correlation

analysis, and the value of time difference in the three elbows

is the same. When the length of the center interface of the elbow

is used as the distance, we can easily calculate the velocity of

negative pressure waves.

As shown in Table 1, it is worth noting that the velocity of

a negative pressure wave changes when it passes through

elbows and straight pipes. The velocity values in the table are

the time step of the negative pressure wave arriving at each

monitoring point and the transfer velocity between adjacent

monitoring points. The rule for calculating the transfer

velocity is the ratio of the length of the central axis of the

elbow to the time difference between the corresponding inlet

and outlet. As the negative pressure wave passes through

each elbow, its velocity is the same. However, the velocities of

the P2-P3 and P4-P4 segments are also slightly different.

This difference may be due to calculation errors caused by

the different straight pipe lengths in the two sections. In

addition, the velocity changes significantly when the

negative pressure wave passes through an elbow and the

straight pipe below it. The velocity is faster at the elbow,

while it slows down when the wave passes through the

straight pipeline.

Figure 5 shows the process of the negative pressure wave at

different positions when passing the first elbow, where T1 indicates

the moment when the pressure wave just reaches the position in

front of the elbow inlet, T2, T3, T4, T5 represent the moment

respectively when the negative pressure wave reaches the position

in the elbow at the angle of 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, T6 is the moment when

the pressure wave reaches the position after the elbow exit.

The analysis on the phenomenon of
negative pressure wave propagation

In order to explain those phenomena, we did some analysis of

the flow inside the elbow. The streamwise velocity profiles on the

inlet and outlet of the first elbow are displayed in Figure 5. Three

different angles (θ = 0°, 45°, and 90°), shown in Figure 5A, are

chosen to present the velocity profiles obtained from numerical

simulation. The computed axial velocity profiles at the entrance

at seven times instants, namely t = 6T, 7T, 8T, 9T, 10T, 11T, and

12T are presented in Figures 5B–D, where 6T = 0.0009 s

FIGURE 4
Comparison of negative pressure wave propagation in monitoring points of inlet and outlet in the same elbow with 0.25 m curvature radius: (A)
first elbow; (B) second elbow; (C) third elbow.

TABLE 1 Time step of pressure wave transmission at each monitoring
point and calculation velocity of adjacent monitoring points.

Location Time step Velocity (m s−1)

P1-P2 396–489 1496.00

P2-P3 489–1553 1473.30

P3-P4 1553–1647 1496.00

P4-P5 1647–2983 1477.54

P5-P6 2983–3076 1496.00
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FIGURE 5
Flow velocity profile at the inlet and outlet of the first elbow:(A) Schematic view of the cross-section and the lines selected to represent the
velocity profiles at entrance and exit of first elbow, (B–D) velocity profiles at entrance of first elbow at different selected angular positions in the pipe,
(E–G) velocity profiles at exit of first elbow at different selected angular positions in the pipe.
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represents the moment when the negative pressure wave arrived

at the entrance of the elbow. Figures 5E–G shows the computed

axial velocity profiles at the exit at seven times instants. It is

observed that the elbow creates a non-symmetrical velocity field

close to those regions. As the fluid develops in the elbow, the

velocity distribution becomes more and more non-axisymmetric,

and the reflux phenomenon occurs near the outside of the elbow.

In order to explore the reason for the different propagation

velocity of negative pressure waves in curved and straight pipes,

we set up a control group with the same bending angle (90°), the

same elbow radius (0.075 m) and the different curvature radius

(Ⅰ)0.25, (Ⅱ)0.3, (Ⅲ)0.35,and (Ⅳ)0.4 m, as shown in Table 2.

Figures 6A–C shows the negative pressure wave propagation

situation in the first three elbows monitored at each monitoring

point of the pipeline. The two curves in each picture represent the

pressure waveforms of the elbow inlet and the pressure outlet

respectively. It can be seen that we can still get the typical negative

pressure wave propagation curve.

We adopt the correlation analysis on the four curves, and

deal with the relative position of the falling edge of the two

negative pressure waves, getting the time step difference between

the inlet and outlet in the first elbow. According to this, we can

TABLE 2 Comparison of the calculation velocity of adjacent
monitoring points in four cases.

Location P1-P2 P2-P3 P3-P4 P4-P5 P5-P6

I 1496.00 1473.30 1496.00 1477.54 1496.00

II 1988.35 1479.84 1963.50 1420.86 1963.50

Ⅲ 2364.06 1974.46 2312.66 1982.30 2312.66

Ⅳ 2682.32 2343.44 2646.86 2324.06 2646.86

FIGURE 6
Comparison of negative pressure wave propagation in monitoring points of inlet and outlet in the same elbow with 0.3 m curvature radius: (A)
first elbow, (B) second elbow (C) third elbow.

FIGURE 7
Pressure contour of the corresponding position of the negative pressure wave’s front edge in different time steps when passing through the first
elbow.
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also get the propagation time of the pressure wave in each

following straight pipe and elbow. And we compared it with

pipe mentioned above and listed the Table 2.

From Table 2, it can be seen that for four multi-bend pipes

with different radii of curvature, the propagation law of the

negative pressure wave shows similarity, that is, the propagation

velocity of each bend section and straight section is

approximately the same, and the propagation velocity in the

bend section is slightly higher than that in the straight section.

To explain this phenomenon, we have drawn the development

diagram of the corresponding position of the negative pressure

wave’s front edge in different time steps when passing through the

first elbow, as shown in Figure 7. It shows the process of the negative

pressure wave at different positions when passing the first elbow,

where T1 indicates themoment when the pressure wave just reaches

the position in front of the elbow inlet, T2, T3, T4, T5 representing

the moment respectively when the negative pressure wave reaches

the position in the elbow at the angle of 0°, 30°, 60° 90°, and T6 is the

moment when the pressure wave reaches the position after the

elbow exit. It is not difficult to find out from the figure that when the

negative pressure wave passes through the elbow, its front edge is

not always perpendicular to the direction of propagation. In T1 and

T2 moment, the negative pressure wave is transmitted from the

straight pipe to the inlet of the elbow, and the front edge is

perpendicular to the direction of propagation. From T3 to T6 the

closer to the position of the outer pipe wall of the elbow, the farther

the negative pressure wave is transmitted. At the same time, the

propagation velocity of the negative pressure wave on the straight

pipe tends to be the same, while when passing through the elbow,

the relative position of the negative pressure wave at the elbow has

changed. As we mentioned earlier, the calculation rule of velocity is

the length of the elbow axis divided by the time difference between

the corresponding inlet and outlet by default. From the above

discussion results, this calculation rule is worth studying. This is

mainly reflected in the time when the negative pressure wave passes

through the elbow, whether it is reasonable that propagation

distance is determined as the length of the elbow axis. Therefore,

we will discuss in the next section how to regulate the negative

pressure waves with different velocities in straight pipes and elbows.

Negative pressure waves are propagated in viscous fluids by

causing the volumetric compression and expansion of the flow

element. Viscosity includes turbulent viscosity and molecular

viscosity. In turbulence, vortex viscosity is much larger than

molecular viscosity. Hence, eddy viscosity has a great influence

on negative pressure wave propagation. In order to explain the

phenomenon that the negative pressure wave propagate velocities

vary in different parts of the pipeline, we have drawn eddy viscous

contours of the axial section of the pipeline, as shown in the Figure 8,

FIGURE 8
Eddy viscous contours of the axial section of the pipeline: (A) axial section of the entire pipeline, (B) partial enlarged view at the first elbow.
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where Figure 8A is the axial section of the entire pipeline, and

Figure 8B is a partial enlarged view at the first elbow. As can be seen

from Figure 8A, the vortex viscosity at the elbow is significantly

greater than that of a straight pipe. From Figure 8B, we can seemore

clearly that the vortex viscosity is larger in the local range near the

axis of the elbow, and decreases gradually near the wall, but it is still

larger than the straight pipe.

Figure 9 is a turbulent kinetic frequency contours of the axial

section of pipeline and a partial enlarged view of its first elbow. The

unit of turbulent kinetic frequency in the Figure 9 is Hz. As can be

seen from Figure 9A, the distribution of the turbulent kinetic

frequency contour shows obvious differences in the entire section

of the pipeline, emphasizing the different turbulent kinetic

frequencies at the straight pipeline section and the elbow. It

can be seen from the magnitude that the turbulence kinetic

frequency at the four elbows in the pipeline is generally the

same, but all are slightly larger than the straight pipeline. As

can be seen from Figure 9B, there is a turbulent kinetic frequency

transition zone between the straight pipe and the first elbow. As

the transition zone develops, the turbulent frequency starts to

increase, whichmeans that the amount of pulsation at this position

when the negative pressure wave passes through the transition

zone. There is a significant increase in the frequency, so the

vibration frequency of the fluid element is strengthened there.

Due to the structural difference between the elbow and the straight

pipe, the vibration frequency of the flow element at the elbow is

larger, and the frequency of viscous absorption between the flow

element and the flow element becomes larger.

Concept and formula of equivalent length
of elbow based on negative pressure wave
method

In order to solve the above problems and facilitate a

systematic integration of the negative pressure wave

propagation velocity in the elbow and the straight pipe, we

propose the concept of the equivalent length of the elbow.

The more common equivalent length refers to the length of

the pipe corresponding to the frictional resistance of the same

FIGURE 9
Turbulent kinetic frequency contours of the axial section of the pipeline: (A) axial section of the entire pipeline, (B) partial enlarged view at the
first elbow.
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pipe diameter, that is, equivalent to the local resistance in the

hydraulic calculation of the system. The equivalent length of the

elbow here refers to the length of the corresponding straight pipe

that the negative pressure wave passes through the elbow and is

converted into the same pipe diameter. After a large number of

numerical simulations, we found that the main parameters

affecting the equivalent length of the elbow include the elbow

angle, the radius of curvature, and the elbow diameter. The

influence of each parameter on the transmission

characteristics of negative pressure wave in the elbow is

different. Based on the qualitative and quantitative analysis,

and as the radius of curvature approaches infinity, equivalent

length tends to original length, we proposed the formula for

calculating the equivalent length of the elbow, and summarized

the different propagation laws of the negative pressure wave in

the elbow and the straight pipe. The formula for calculating the

equivalent length of an elbow is as follows:

Leq � L ×
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣∫

2ρ′
R

0
e−tdt + 0.6R

Rc

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ 2θ
π
, (6)

where L is the length of the central axis of the elbow, R is the

radius of the pipe, and Rc is the radius of curvature of the elbow, θ

is the angel of curvature.

Conclusion

A novel method based on weakly compressible is used in this

work to research the propagation of negative pressure wave

characteristics in a multi-elbow pipe. Some main conclusions

can be obtained:

1) The novel method can be used to detect the propagation of

negative pressure waves at multiple monitoring points. The

propagation velocity in elbow is 1.4% higher than that in

straight pipe when the length of the pipeline axis is used as the

propagation distance of the negative pressure wave.

2) By simulations of pipelines with the different curvature radius,

it is found that the backflow phenomenon occurs near the

outside of the elbow. Therefore, the different propagation paths

of the negative pressure wave at different positions, resulting in

a large difference in the propagation velocity of the negative

pressure wave in the elbow and the straight pipe.

3) The eddy viscosity and turbulent kinetic frequency at the elbow

axis are 12.2% and 5.4% higher than those at the straight pipe.

Therefore, the calculation formula of the equivalent length of

the elbow is obtained and the applicability is verified, which

integrating the difference of negative pressure wave

propagation between the elbow and the straight pipe.

4) The simulation process using the new method can more

accurately represent the specific phenomenon of negative

pressure wave transmission in the elbow, and the

equivalence length equation of the elbow in the negative

pressure wave leakage localization method derived from

the study can verify the applicability of the weakly

compressible model. In addition, in practical engineering,

dynamic pressure sensors placed at both ends of the required

pipeline and its extension are used to capture the negative

pressure wave generated due to pipe leakage, and the

determination of the leakage point is done by calculating

the time difference between the two ends of the pipe receiving

the negative pressure wave generated by the leakage. This

work can be widely used in engineering practice in long-

distance transportation of oil pipelines and pipeline

transportation of chemical materials, etc. The proposed

elbow equivalent length formula to correct the error in the

transmission speed of negative pressure waves in the elbow

provides a more accurate method for leak detection and

location. Therefore, the results of the simulation analysis of

multi-elbow pipeline leakage based on the weakly

compressible model are meaningful and fully validate the

applicability of the method to the pipeline flow field.
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Nomenclature

Notation

a wave velocity (m, s-1)

C1ε, C2ε, C3ε empirical constant

D pipe diameter (m)

e pipe thickness (m)

E Young’s modulus (N.m-2)

gi component of gravity acceleration in the i direction (m.s-2)

Gk turbulent energy generated by the laminar velocity gradient

(kg.m-1.s-3)

Gb turbulent energy generated by buoyancy (kg.m-1.s-3)

k turbulent kinetic energy (m2.s-2)

Kf bulk modulus of fluid (N.m-2)

L length of the central axis of the elbow (m)

L1 ~ L4 Length of straight tube (m)

Leq Elbow equivalent length (m)

Mt turbulent Mach number

p pressure (Pa)

R pipe radius (m)

t time (s)

T 50 time steps of unsteady calculation (s)

T1 ~ T6 the time that the negative pressure wave is at different

positions in the pipeline(s)

u cross-sectional average velocity (m.s-1)

YM effect of compressible turbulent pulsating expansion on the

total dissipation rate

ε turbulent energy dissipation rate

μ kinematic viscosity (m2.s-1)

μt turbulent kinematic viscosity (m2.s-1)

β thermal expansion coefficient

σk, σε prandtl coefficients in k-e turbulent model

ρ density (kg.m-3)

Rc elbow curvature radius(m)

θ elbow angle
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